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Abstract-The present research paper is based on a survey on the Investigation of Power Quality 
Problems and Harmonic Exclusion in the Power System using the Frequency Estimation 
Technique.The majority of FD approaches are open-loop, and they are based on Fourier series 
analysis in most cases. When applied to frequency domain approaches, Fourier series analysis 
is a powerful mathematical tool that allows users to acquire a wide range of frequency 
components by multiplying the input by a set of trigonometric functions (sine/cosine) at various 
frequencies. Typically, the discrete implementation of the Fourier series, also known as the 
Discrete Fourier Transform , is used to compute results. DFT can be done quickly and simply 
using computer technology, and it can be used to estimate the grid signal parameters with 
improved selectivity and greater steady-state accuracy than other methods. The A/D conversion 
process of the input signals is required for the real-time implementation of the DFT, which 
necessitates the repeated sampling and updating of the input signals. However, in order to 
compute the N samples, this approach necessitates the use of N2 complex multiplication and 
N2–N complex addition. As a result, it was not extensively used prior to the introduction of the 
microprocessor. 

Keywords- Power Quality, Harmonic Exclusion, Power System, Frequency Estimation 
Technique, Discrete Fourier Transform. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the previous decades, electrical utility has seen a significant shift in the areas of 
electrical power production, transmission, and distribution. It has emerged primarily as a result 
of the deregulation and restructuring process, technological advancements, and greater public 
awareness about the environmental consequences.  

It is no longer necessary to rely only on centralized power plants for energy production; instead, 
distributed energy resources (DERs) or distributed generators are permitted (DGs).  A power 
electronic converter is often required for grid interface on distributed energy resources (DERs), 
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as opposed to centralized power plants, which are linked directly to the utility. Various power 
converters (commonly referred to as FACTS devices) with fast and complex controls are also 
included in the system to increase the transmission and distribution capacity of the power 
system while also improving its stability.Not only the supply system, but also domestic and 
industrial consumers have contributed to the increase in power converters to meet the 
requirements of precise control, increased efficiency, and the need to comply with laws and 
regulations established by regulatory agencies, among other factors. 

In addition to posing certain challenges in terms of design, authorization, operation, and 
control, these power transformers, which are intended to improve system power or load, also 
present some challenges in operation and control; if not, they can reduce the performance of 
the network or connected system The severity of the challenges posed by these converters rises 
in direct proportion to the amount of penetration (number and size) of these converters in the 
current network. These challenges include synchronization to be done properly ,control of 
power flow  , injection of harmonics and / or imbalance, fluctuations in voltage and frequency, 
resonance, changes in network impedance, power flow in reverse direction , and other related 
concerns. As a result, it is necessary to develop an effective control mechanism for the 
converters in order to minimize the undesirable effects to a bare minimum.  

When it comes to ensuring accurate operation and control of the converters, one of the most 
critical aspects to consider is the appropriate synchronization of the converters with the utility. 
A correct calculation of the phase, frequency, and maximum value  of the voltage/current at 
the PCC is required in order to achieve this result .However, there are a number of non-
idealities in the PCC voltage, particularly in the current power system, which is characterized 
by non-linear loads and DGs that are powered by power converters. Thus, an improper estimate 
of voltage/current phase and magnitude results ultimately has a negative impact on the 
converters' ability to execute their functions properly. In addition, harmonics and/or imbalances 
are introduced into the system, resulting in a reduction in the power quality of voltages and 
currents at the PCC and throughout the associated system. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
For the study purpose, we have selected some important research articles which as follows: 
Abdoos, A. A., et al. (2016) [1]presented a new hybrid algorithm for PQ disturbances detection 
in electrical power systems. The proposed technique consists of the following : Power Quality 
events simulation, feature extraction and selection ,and feature categorization. Variational 
mode decomposition as well as  S-transform are used to extract possible features from PQ 
events. It decomposes signals into modes and examines them in time and frequency domains. 
To eliminate duplicate features, wrapper-based techniques such as sequential sequencing (SFS) 
and sequential retrieval options (SBS) are utilised, as well as a Gram-Schmidt based feature 
selection method as the filtering method. SVMs are employed as the classifier core to 
distinguish PQ events. The thorough experiments show that, even in noisy environments the 
suggested technique work well in terms of speed and accuracy. PQ event start and endpoints 
may also be recognized precisely.  
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Abdullazyanov,E. Y., et al. (2015) [2] investigated the problem of developing robust 
mathematical methods for calculating high harmonic formation. Harmonics of higher order  are 
crucial in power networks nowadays because they increase responsibility of power suppliers 
towards customers. The first and most important reason is that it provides a solution to the issue 
of energy conservation. In addition, the demarcation of accountability for ensuring the 
appropriate power quality among the electrical supply business and its consumers is an 
important consideration.  
Alfieri, L., et al. (2017) [3]developed new power quality indicators for the evaluation of 
distortions  in waveform in the frequency range of 0 - 150 kHz. In particular, several already 
accessible indices have been correctly changed in order to allow them to be applied to 
waveforms with a broad range of frequency responses. In the case of renewable energy sources, 
numerical applications demonstrate that the proposed indicators are excellent problem-solving 
tools. (such as overheating, mechanical breakdown, loss owing to skin effects or eddy currents) 
where both low as well as  high distortion in  frequency are a concern. 
Almutairi, M. S., &Hadjiloucas, S. (2019) [4] developed a novel approach for controlling 
distortions in non-sinusoidal systems by estimating the value of the shunt single-tuned passive 
filter compensator using non-linearity current index (NLCI), with the intention of keeping the 
power factor within acceptable limits. At  point of common coupling, the suggested approach 
seeks to reduce the indirect amount of the customer load in the electrical power system to a 
maximum capacity (PCC). The proposed design also takes into account some practical power 
barriers and limitations of each harmonic distortion, ensuring compliance with IEEE 519 - 2014 
guidelines, keeping the distortion at a reasonable level while following the loading of  capacitor 
barriers established by IEEE 18 - 2012. A well-documented IEEE standard is used to evaluate 
the performance of the ideally built compensator. This standard is based on numerical examples 
of loads that were nonlinear in nature which were collected from prior publications.  
Al-Ogaili, A. S., et al.  (2020) [5] offered thorough research and analysis of the performance 
of two well-known harmonic extraction in the time domain strategies, synchronous reference 
frame theory, and instantaneous power theory, respectively. The MATLAB-Simulink platform 
is used to undertake extensive simulation work are conditions under steady as well as  dynamic 
state  ,while taking into account a variety of highly nonlinear loads and parameters. 
Specifically, each control method is included in a three-phase SAPF controller that was 
constructed with the help of  a three-level neutral point clamped inverter to serve as an 
assessment platform. Comprehensive data are supplied to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
SAPF's mitigation performance when each harmonic extraction method is used.  
Askarian, I., et al.  (2017) [6] centered on the development of a system for detecting and 
monitoring disruptions and oscillations in the electric power grid. They described a unique real-
time harmonic estimation approach that is capable of swiftly and accurately estimating the dc 
component, as well as the harmonic contents of the grid voltage, both synchronous and 
asynchronous, despite the fact that the nature of the unknown harmonic contents is unknown. 
The suggested approach may be used in the power converters’ control system, which has the 
potential to improve the dependability and resilience of future micro-grid systems. The 
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execution of the suggested harmonic estimator is tested in the context of power converter grid 
synchronization, which is used as a case study. The findings of the case study's simulations and 
experiments demonstrate that the converter has the capacity to deliver a sinusoidal current even 
in the face of disturbances and variations in the  voltage of the grid . The obtained findings 
demonstrate that the suggested harmonic estimation approach is both dynamic and accurate in 
a short period of time.  
Bajaj, M., et al. (2020) [7] suggested  a process of analytic hierarchy (AHP) inspired by the PQ 
test method for distorted energy distribution in the presence of renewable DG, systems. The 
suggested PQ evaluation technique considers four PQ phenomena: harmonics in voltage, sags 
and imbalance in voltage ,  and voltage profile at each bus in the steady-state condition .  The 
technique is implemented on modified 13 bus  (IEEE) test distribution system which has  loads  
of nonlinear nature and DG systems which are based on photovoltaic , fuel cell ,  wind, and 
RES using  MATLAB. Findings validated approach's effectiveness in measuring each bus's 
total PQ performance and comparing it against the unity threshold level. According to the 
findings, a comparison of DN PQ performance with three RES-based DGs is made. The 
developed index is also used to study the influence of using custom power devices (CPDs) and 
excessive renewable energy penetration on distribution network PQ performance.  
Baraniak, J., &Starzyński, J. et al.  (2020) [8]produced measurement-based simulation models  
taken from the actual charger and data which is provided by the equipment's producers, as well 
as simulation models that have been extensively described in the literature; and It was 
determined, based on the study's findings, if electric car chargers had a negative influence on 
the quality of electric power, and thought was given to the opportunities presented by the 
development of charging systems with vehicle to grid capabilities. Proposed standard changes 
include taking into account the heating of power supply cables under the impact of increased 
harmonics caused by current produced by converter systems while choosing power supply 
cables.  
Blazek, V., et al. (2020) [9] introduced an analysis of the impact of domestic  appliances on 
end-user energy quality. The research findings affect the ultimate customer (the lowest level of 
the power grid).  The study used 120 grid-connected electrical appliance combinations. Each 
combination has three devices in a micro-grid. The gathered and the data which was analysed 
statistically showed that certain kinds of appliances had a large impact on variations in power 
quality characteristics. The results of the trials show the devices that impacted the THDV, 
FREQ, and voltage fluctuation (V).  The importance of certain device characteristics on the 
power quality deviation was investigated. This highlighted the key aspects to consider while 
building a prediction model. This is the future of smart grids. One of the important features is 
the reduction of energy usage from renewable sources. This phenomenon is detailed in their 
work. They studied the impact of smart home equipment on individual amounts on an actual 
model. They also looked at gadgets that had a big influence on power quality. To increase the 
prediction model's usefulness, they explain their distinctive behavior and relevance to the 
occurrence.  
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Bottura, F. B., et al. (2019) [10] proposed an optimized allocation methodology of power 
quality (PQ) meters in a medium voltage distribution system , taking into account harmonic 
potential sound conditions. HRMA technique is used to compute critical modal impedances 
and detect frequencies of  harmonic resonance. Using the HRMA, one may create a binary 
observability matrix that includes node observability for hypothetical harmonic resonance 
frequencies. To ensure comprehensive observation of the specified harmonic resonance 
frequencies, allocation issue is modeled as a cinteger linear programming with constraint. The 
final practicable solution specifies the ideal sites to put PQ meters, considering harmonic 
resonance situations, DS operating scenarios, and client capacitor banks for PFC. The 
allocation mechanism was tested in two CIGRÉ MV test DSs and an IEEE 34 - node test feeder. 
To fully monitor  frequencies of  potential harmonic resonance in both test DSs requires four 
PQ meters. The final allocation solution is proven to be appropriate even when the capacitor 
banks are variable.  
Brunoro, M., et al. (2017) [11] offered a novel idea for load modeling that incorporates the ZIP 
model as well as  the admittance matrix across the board. As a result of this combination, the 
benefits of load characterization are combined with the traditional ZIP model, which provides 
some physical information about the load, and the frequency crossing, which is provided by an 
admittance matrix. With acquired information, harmonic power injection in the load bus can 
be properly computed, which is then used to calculate the harmonic voltage of the load bus. 
The current plan, however, includes a constraint for the ZIP coefficients in order to define the 
power ratio in terms of constant impedance, constant current, constant power, and constant 
resistance. An electronic load case study is presented, which includes a discussion of the 
process for selecting the parameters of the  load model, which includes Multiple linear 
regression and exhaustive search. Data from a power quality meter is used to demonstrate the 
model's use in an electronic load. The results indicate that the proposed harmonic model 
accurately represented the load, and that the received parameters provided information about 
the type of model load that was represented.  
Bubshait, A. S., et al. (2017) [12] studied a four-leg inverter linked to the integrated side to 
inject the readily available energy, and operate like  a active filter which minimizes the  
disturbances in the load current and improves the quality of power. Linear and nonlinear loads 
(three-phase and single-phase) are examined. The utility-side controller compensates for 
disturbances induced by reactive, nonlinear, and/or unbalanced single as well as intra-phase 
loads, as well as delivering active and reactive power as needed. In the absence of wind power, 
the controller is designed to enhance power quality utilizing a dc link capacitor linked to the 
grid. The proposed control structure is unique in the literature in that it is based on conservative 
power theory decompositions. This option provides power and current references that are 
decoupled for inverter control, allowing for more flexibility and power. Real-time software 
benchmarking was used to assess the suggested control algorithm's performance in full real-
time. The use of a real - time simulator and a TMSF 28335 DSP microcontroller allows the 
control methods to be tested in hardware-in-the-loop. As a consequence, we were able to 
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eliminate passive filters from our smart-grid-based control, making it more compact, adaptable, 
and dependable.  
Buzdugan, M. I., et al.  (2017) [13]outlined a few challenges developed in low voltage 
distribution grids at the end-user level as a result of power system harmonics at the end-user 
level. The introduction part briefly discusses harmonics sources, their analysis, effects, and 
measuring techniques, with a strong emphasis on the limitations specified in the individual 
standards as the primary reference. Two case studies of power electronics equipment with high 
distorted currents and, as a result, high harmonic content were provided by the authors. One of 
the examples is a piece of household equipment that is powered by a switch-mode power supply 
and has been tested in a laboratory setting. The second kind of drive, a variable speed drive, 
has been tested in an industrial setting, i.e. under real-world circumstances. Finally, harmonic 
measurements and analysis enable the selection or creation of retrofitting mitigation 
countermeasures that are capable of alleviating the impacts of harmonics.  
Cai, W., et al. (2020) [14] The impact of the uncertainty principle on the issue of power quality 
monitoring was investigated, and the issue was solved using perfect atomic decomposition 
(IAD). Whereas the waveform of the power quality is detected by the new approach, it is done 
so using time and frequency pair as base. As a result, it is possible to decrease both temporal 
uncertainty and frequency uncertainty at the same time. The orthogonal matching pursuit 
method is used to implement the sensing process (OMP).  According to the results of 
simulations and power quality tests performed on field, as well as comparisons made on the of 
developed methods, the new method is able to provide accurate analysis for a wide range of 
power qualities. The method has also been validated as a promising option for monitoring 
quality of power  in substations that are smart. 
Chokkalingham, B., et al. (2018) [15] For NPC-
MLI, two multilevel pulse width modulation methods were  
considered: multicarrier sine PWM as well as  space vector PWM (SVPWM). Different 
restrictions, such as common-mode voltage (CMV) , profile of voltage, total THD , and neutral 
point fluctuation, are applied to both approaches and compared and assessed (NPF).  When the 
SVPWM method is contrasted to the MCSPWM method, the findings indicate that the 
SVPWM method is better. FPGA SPARTAN III generation  3 AN  XC3S400 with 2KW NPC 
MLI variable speed switch - the driving system is used to ensure the testing of the analysis and 
simulation obtained using MATLAB / Simulink on the control systems. 
Christe, A. J., et al. (2020) [16] investigated the Open Power Quality (OPQ) project. 
Specifically, It intends to construct as well as  deploy a distributed power quality sensor 
network of  low cost , will offer producers, consumers, academics, and regulators meaningful 
new kinds of information about current electrical grids in real-time. In 2019, they conducted a 
three-month pilot study at the University of Hawaii microgrid, which included the 
implementation of an Open Power Quality sensor network. The findings of the pilot research 
confirm that the Open Power Quality (OPQ) system is capable of collecting reliable power 
quality data in a manner that provides significant new insights into electrical grids.  
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Das, S. R., (2020) [17]developed to eliminate the shoot-through effect (STE) and decrease 
distortions in the supply current, a three phase four wire multi-level inverter based APF. Using 
this approach, it is possible to regulate the voltage source inverter utilising Adaline based LMS 
(A-LMS) algorithm combined with a controller based on  hysteresis current. Comparisons are 
made between the suggested filter, which makes use of the A-LMS approach, and the usual 
recursive least square algorithm. The A-LMS technique is primarily used for maintenance of  
the dc link voltage of multi level inverter, and it operates on the basis of the capacitor energy 
theory, which helps to decrease total harmonic distortion under a variety of load fluctuations. 
MATLAB/Simulink is used  for the design, development, and validation of MLI's performance 
under a variety of load circumstances, the most important characteristics of the system are 
identified.  
Filipović-Grčić, D., et al. (2017) [18] harmonic distortions and tests  based on frequency 
response to find  the harmonic levels produced by IVT and its ability to transform harmonics 
from the high voltage to the low voltage. Using complex voltages, which are made up of a 
fundamental voltage and a few harmonic voltages superimposed on them, the frequency 
response of IVT may be examined. The IVT’s, RCFs and phase angle errors are calculated, 
and the results may be used to power quality monitors to compensate for mistakes that arise at 
high harmonic frequencies, as well as other applications. It is suggested that several test circuits 
be used to generate high-voltage (HV) fundamental voltage and harmonic voltage signals with 
amplitudes ranging from 5 to 15% of the applied fundamental voltage. In order to increase the 
testing capabilities of equipment operating at higher voltage levels, compensation for both 
fundamental and harmonic voltages is provided using a specific connection comprised of 
blocking and pass filters (for equipment operating at 123 kV Um 420 kV). 
Gnacinski, P., &Tarasiuk, T. (2016) [19] presented a preliminary proposal to modify the power 
quality standards: EN 50160 characteristics of voltage characteristics of electricity which is 
supplied by public distribution network and EN - ICE 61000 -2 -4 Electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) – Part 2 – 4: Environment  Levels of compatibility in industries with low 
frequency conducted disturbances. In their suggestion, a comprehensive set of indicators is 
combined with a simplified coefficient of temperature of quality power, the value of which 
indicates the temperature increase in  the windings of induction machines when the quality of 
supply voltage is degraded; The suggested upper and lower limit values of the  coefficient are 
obtained by an examination of a variety of heating situations induction machine. In addition, 
the outcomes of factor monitoring in real-world power systems are discussed in their work.  
Gokozan, H., et al. (2015) [20] presented an artificial neural network-based intelligent 
monitoring algorithm to detect power system harmonics. A LabVIEW - based measurement 
system was used to gather electrical parameters like voltage and  current from an induction 
furnace, and the suggested technique was evaluated on the data under varied load situations. 
MATLAB software was used to evaluate the data obtained and determine the harmonics 
dominant in nature (power system). The power spectral density  and short-time Fourier 
transform (FT) and techniques for estimation were used to determine the power system's 
dominant harmonics. After determining the operating area which are in full load situation in 
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terms of harmonic levels, it was necessary to employ the power spectral density method in 
order to determine stationary intervals in the power system's data. It was necessary to identify 
harmonic frequencies in order to put the artificial neural network method through its paces. 
The algorithm was then evaluated for harmonic estimation under a variety of load situations. 
As a result, the neural network's topology was used as an artificial follower. The findings show 
that an error fluctuation at the auto-associative neural network's output can be used to 
accurately estimate the harmonic state of a power system in real-time.  
Gorjani, O. M., et al. (2019) [21]studied power engineering computing; power grids; 
distribution networks; power supply quality; invertors; distributed power generation; static 
VAr compensators; photovoltaic power systems; smart power grids; power transformers. 
Hafezi, H., &Faranda, R. (2017) [22] introduced the definitions of PQ as well as  CP and seeks 
to find the same possible answer  for distribution system operators and the end users for whom 
electrical power plays a key role. The use of sources of renewable energy and energy storage 
devices has been widespread in this new model of the distribution electrical network, which 
has found application in the smart grid. It is necessary to find a solution that would bring 
economic advantages to both the DSO and the end-users in this contest. Power Quality and 
Custom Power are used in electric systems to refer to two separate things. PQ ,which defines  
a single standard that all distribution system operators must adhere to letter and in full. The 
DSO manages its network to handle the power quality concerns, but the outcome may meet the 
needs of certain end-users, while others may need an improvement in their voltage profile. As 
a result, the custom requirements may not be totally met by this standard, and the word CP is 
used to denote the requirements of the end-user community.  
Hong, L., et al. (2018) [23] addressed the resonance issue in a parallel inverter based integrated 
system. Harmonic interaction among inverter and grid display a diverse range of complex 
features that endanger the stability and quality of the system due to interactions. To explore the 
resonance issue in grid  connected with multi inverter, they devised a technique based on 
resonance modal analysis and participation factor calculations for harmonic resonance 
analysis . Firstly, an analytical technique based on impedance is applied , which is then 
extended to a power distribution network with MI having  LCL filter as well as  proportional 
resonant controllers, as well as other power distribution networks. The RMA is then introduced 
in order to explore the resonant interactions between inverters and the power grid. In particular, 
the transfer functions and the suggested technique are used to address the harmonic resonance 
characteristics of the system while taking into account the change in number of inverter, various 
inverter combinations as well as  important components of the  system. At the end of the 
research work, simulations on the PSCAD / EMTDC are discussed time based . The outcomes 
of the case study demonstrate that , recommended strategy is successful.  
Jasiński, M., et al. (2021) [24] investigated a virtual power plant which is operational  in 
Poland. The VPP includes a number of smaller dispersed resources in addition to a hydropower 
plant of 1.25 MW capacity and a 0.5 MW storage system. Multipoint power quality data were 
collected from the previously described VPP over a lengthy period of time. Then, utilizing 
cluster analysis, correlation analysis, and the global index technique, it was possible to get a 
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conclusion regarding the relationship in point of PQ for five linked measurement points in the 
same time period. In order to reduce the amount of data that required to be processed and 
investigate the link between phase values, global indicators were employed instead of PQ 
parameters.. Outliers are very expected to exist in a large dataset of this kind, and outliers may 
have an impact on the correlation findings. As a result, cluster analysis (k-means method, 
Chebyshev distance) was used to identify and reject them from consideration. At the end , the 
association between power quality  global indicators obtained from various measurement 
stations was investigated further. It provided generic information about the relationship 
between VPP units at the point of PQ. Both Pearson's rank correlation coefficients and 
Spearman's rank correlation coefficients were taken into consideration throughout the inquiry.  
Jasiński, M., et al. (2020) [25] introduced the concept and application of the global power 
quality index to assess the multipoint power quality  collected in the VPP zone. Selected 
conventional 10-minute aggregated PQ characteristics form the basis of the GPQI, which is 
synthesized and further extended by extreme 200 millisecond values of changes in voltage as 
well as  voltage harmonic distortion. For this evaluation, they used actual data from the VPP 
area's main substation, plant based on hydro (HPP), and systems of energy storage to test 
proposed GPQI (ESS).  Using the suggested index, it was shown that the substation's 
relationship to HPP and ESS could be determined.  
Jasiński, M., et al. (2021) [26]presented an investigation that is based on a real virtual power 
plant . The VPP in Poland includes hydropower plants as well as energy storage systems, all 
of which are operational (ESS).  When it comes to power quality (PQ) difficulties, cluster 
analysis, which is a typical approach of data mining, was chosen for the particular study. The 
data utilized in this study contains twenty six  weeks of power quality multipoint synchronic 
measurements for five sites that are associated with VPP. A variety of input databases for 
cluster analysis are discussed in depth in this research. In addition to the use of standard PQ 
parameters as an input, a global index was proposed as an alternative. As a result, the size of 
the input database can be reduced. while still retaining the data attributes necessary for 
clustering. In addition, the topic of determining the best number of cluster choices is examined 
in detail. Finally, an evaluation of the clustering findings was carried out in order to ascertain 
the effect of the VPP on the power quality level.  
Jasiński, M., et al. (2021) [27] addressed power quality problems . The analysis reported here 
is based on multipoint, synchronized data collected from five sites all linked to VPP, as 
described before. The authors' study proposes and examines the usage of a single global index 
in a power system instead of traditional power quality indicators. Furthermore, one new 
worldwide power quality indicator was presented as a result of their research. Once the PQ 
measurements and global indexes had been collected, they were utilized to create databases 
values as input for the Cluster Analysis procedure. The aforementioned cluster analysis was 
conducted in order to identify the short - term operating circumstances of virtual power plant 
which were particularly favourable from the standpoint of PQ. This was accomplished by the 
use of the Ward algorithm, which is a hierarchical clustering technique. They also discuss the 
use of the cubic clustering criteria to cluster analysis in order to aid in the process. Then, in 
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order to ensure that the general information about the reason for the condition's existence was 
available, the evaluation of the acquired condition was carried out making use of the global 
index. Furthermore, report noted that the use of the global index resulted in a decrease in 
database size of around 74 percent, without any loss of the characteristics of the data.  
Jasiński, M., et al. (2020) [28] investigated a VPP in Poland, which contains hydropower plants 
and systems for storing energy .The challenges of in  quality  of power were chosen for a more 
in - depth investigation. Power quality levels were measured in four different locations over a 
26-week period using multipoint synchronic measurements at each location. The research is 
related to the use of a global index in single-point assessment and the use of a method based 
on site-based assessment.. In addition, the issue of flagged data is examined in detail. At the 
end of the process, and evaluation of the influence of VPP on the PQ level is performed.  
Jasiński, M., et al. (2020) [29] proposed the concept of combining cluster analysis (CA) and 
global power quality indices to analyse long-term power quality data (GPQIs). The suggested 
method identifies and evaluates different power quality levels driven by varied  conditions  of 
operation  of an power network  in electrical systems (EPN).  CA is used to recognize when 
the power quality data changes. With CA data, GPQIs may produce a simple evaluation of the 
power quality status. The aggregated data index and the flagged data index are proposed 
worldwide power quality indexes for 10 minute  data and events that have been combined , 
respectively. Several studies were conducted using actual measurements on an power network 
which has generation which is distributed (DG) feeding the sector of copper mining. Studies 
evaluated suggested method's ability to determine the influence of Distributed Generation as 
well as other network variables on power quality levels. Findings show that the suggested 
strategy is useful for comparing data gathered in recognized clusters. The suggested approach 
also collects data from multiple measurement locations inside an EPN's observable region in a 
synchronized manner. Thus, the proposed method is one of the analytical approaches for typical 
multi-parameter power quality data analysis focused to specific measurement areas. 
Jasiński, M., et al. (2020) [30] introduced the use of data mining (DM) in long-term power 
quality (PQ) measurements. Ward algorithm was chosen as the cluster analysis approach to 
create an automated splitting of the Power Quality measurement data using a cluster analysis 
technique. In a mining sector electrical power network (EPN) with the dispersed generation, 
the measurements were carried out in a laboratory setting (DG).  The findings suggest that the 
use of a ward algorithm in PQ data ensures segmentation in terms of the work of the dispersed 
generation, as well as other critical operating conditions, when using the ward approach. (For 
example reconfiguration or more  harmonic contamination).  Analysis described here was 
carried out in the context of the area-related method, in which first linking of all measured data 
points is done . The significance rate was created to determine the qualities that have a 
substantial impact on the data categorization. It is calculated as Another aspect of the paper 
dealt with the decrease in the the input database size used for the simulation. The decrease in 
input data by 57 percent ensured a classification agreement of 95 percent as compared to the 
classification agreement of the whole database.  
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Katić, V. A., & Stanisavljević, A. M. (2018) [31] proposed a new method for the detection of 
voltage dips based on as part of a harmonic footprint ,  an intelligent Power quality incidents 
are detected and classified using an algorithm. They wanted to develop dependable detection 
method for dips in voltage detection in the 1 millisecond time span. Many approaches for 
estimation of harmonics in real-time were tested and compared to find which was the most 
effective. Mathematical function is used to represent the footprint, which is then used for smart 
voltage drop detection via the use of a recurrent neural network. It was determined analysing 
signals from measurements obtained in the actual distribution system of 680 records, 
simulations using the 13 bus IEEE test grid, and laboratory tests to see if  suggested approach 
was effective for detection of dips in voltage . Tests and verification are performed on the 
detection rate (reliability) and the speed with which voltage dips are detected. In addition, the 
future research prospects for the approach under consideration are discussed in detail.  
Katyara, S., et al. (2017) [32] studied the model of an industrial network and of the Total 
Harmonic Distortion analysis was performed (THD) in the power system. By using HAPF, the 
total harmonic distortion (THD) value was maintained far below the 8 percent threshold 
suggested by European Standard EN 50160. With the use  of HAPF, power factor enhancement 
was obtained as a result. The power quality  theorem was implemented to calculate the 
hysteresis control parameters, which was then utilized to create the filter. The results reported 
in the study article demonstrate the effectiveness of the suggested filter since the total harmonic 
distortions in  voltage as well as current were limited to two percent .  Power factor of the 
system was enhanced as a result of the filter design. The most significant contribution of this 
study is that the P-Q methodology using HAPF was shown to be the most cost-effective method 
of improving power quality.  
Khorasani, P. G., et al.  (2017) [33]presented a new design of the hybrid AC/DC microgrid for 
optimization of the smart grid's effectiveness. Improvement in power quality, power flow 
control , compensation of reactive power, and the power swings elimination are the important 
characteristics of this design, this makes use of the DC microgrid's capacity while also 
introducing the UPQC-DC, a novel unified power quality conditioner with control schemes 
that are appropriate for two back to back interface converters between the AC and DC 
microgrids. For the first time, the suggested strategy ensures the achievement of all of the 
aforementioned objectives in grid integrated and isolated modes, respectively. For testing the 
suggested strategy, many Matlab simulations are carriedout.  
 Kitzig, J. P., et al. (2018) [34] introduced a power quality measurement system. It gives current  
as well as synchronous voltage data at mains frequency in the size of 215 samples per cycle, 
thanks to its high sample rate, which is achieved by the use of a linear interpolation unit. The 
main frequency estimation unit locks the phase of the measured voltage and outputs the 
synchrophasor, frequency ,rate of change of frequency, as well as sampling rate for 
interpolation output. This method is being tested in simulations against current standards as 
well as a phenomenon not yet considered by these standards: low-frequency inter harmonic 
disturbances such as ripple control signals, which are common in today's power grids but are 
not yet considered by these standards. Compromising on standard compliance under transitory 
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situations must be made in order to desensitize the system to these threats in order to achieve 
this. Following that, the first measurements made using an evaluation system are examined in 
order to provide an initial picture of the system's reaction to genuine signals.  
Kovalenko, D. V., et al. (2018) [35] Under the condition of current resonance, the computation 
of a non stationary non sinusoidal mode of the power supply system was reported (parallel 
resonance). A study was conducted to determine whether or not higher harmonics  filtering was 
required. In order to do so, the real level of higher harmonics and other unified power quality 
indicators were monitored, and oscillograms of network mode parameters and HH spectrum 
were generated . Fluke 435 and the Metrel 2792A power quality analyzers were used to test 
the unified power quality indices. Both instruments were certified and calibrated before use. 
These instruments are compliant with current international power quality standards as well as 
other reference documents. With the help of calculations, it was feasible to estimate resonance 
frequencies at which the present resonance mode execution is possible. The maximum 
overvoltage ratios at several sites along the PSS under investigation were also established.  
Kumar, A., & Rathore, P. K. (2021) [36]studied how to use a backpropagation (BP) control 
method to execute DSTATCOM is a three stage delivery static compensator which is capable 
of  load balancing and zero voltage reactive power compensation in accordance with nonlinear 
loads. They used BP based control to identify the critical dynamic weight. To estimate 
reference source streams, BP based control is frequently utilized to calculate the load streams' 
receptive power segments. The use of neural networks to regulate power efficiency devices is 
a new study topic in power engineering. The extraction of components of  harmonic defines 
the balancing instruments' output. In this example, DSTATCOM and UPFC are employed to 
balance. A DSTATCOM model is developed by a computerized signal processor and then 
implemented to particular operating conditions. Using the provided control mechanism, 
DSTATCOM may be run on a different kinds of workloads. To calculate the load's active and 
reactive power components the BP based control approach is adopted  . It will detect power 
quality signal issue in real-time. Continuity, differentiability, and non-decreasing monotony 
define this algorithm. Unlike DSTATCOM, the UPFC method does not switch off the device 
under bad situations. The simulation model is built in ANFIS and result is tested under varied  
conditions. The ANFIS result  is suitable for varied loads using the specified control approach. 
Use MATLAB/Simulink results to validate the suggested approach.  
Liu, Q., Li, Y., Hu, S., & Luo, L. (2019) [37]proposed a transformer integrated filtering system 
for suppression of harmonics in the dc supply provided to the industry. The proposed TIFS has 
the advantages of lowering losses in  transformer, greater harmonic elimination ability, and 
greater integration of equipment in high power industrial applications, among other things, 
because it is intended for an electric environment with high current and significant harmonic 
contamination, as well as an installation space with limited planning area. TIFS is short for 
transformer-integrated field-bus system. More information on the inductive filtering 
transformer's winding configuration with integrated reactor can be found here. The 
electromagnetic decoupling model of TIFS is developed by taking into account the impact of 
residual weak coupling and other factors. The interaction among  the zero impedance designed 
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filtering winding and the decoupling winding is next explored in order to determine the design 
parameter's limited operating range. Detailed explanations of the control approach, as well as 
the transformer design process, are provided. Finally, a working prototype of TIFS has been 
built in the laboratory. In addition, the experimental findings demonstrate that the suggested 
filtering mechanism is feasible and successful in practice.  
Lucas, A., et al. (2015) [38] analyzed four measurement sets performed during the full EV 
charging cycle, with each harmonic amplitude and phase angle behaviour .The THD and TDD 
in  voltage and current were also computed and compared to IEEE519, IEC 61000/EN50160 
standards. The harmonic phase angles of two rapid charging cars linked to the same feeder 
were also modeled. Overall, TDD is a better indication than THD since it utilizes the peak 
current (IL) value rather than  fundamental current, which might lead to incorrect conclusions. 
It is recommended that TDD be included in IEC / EN standard revisions. The harmonics of 
order 11 and 13 did not meet  5.5 percent restriction in IEEE 519 for the charger examined (5 
percent and 3 percent respectively in IEC61000). Variations in the fundamental wave's 
preferred range. The average phase angle variation across vehicles attached to the same feeder 
was determined to be less than 90°. Increasing the number of cars (IL) reduces the standard 
limits, which finally exceeds them due to the upstream short circuit current (ISC). The 
harmonic constraint comes first, before the power limitation. The first restriction on chargers 
is not the upstream power circuit's power capacity, but the harmonic pollution limitations.  
Naderipour, A., et al. (2020) [39] proposed, a fuzzy logic controller , in order to develop a 
optimized susceptance function  so that the electrical profile could be improved and the SVC 
capacitance can also be reduced . Simulation results show that using an SVC-based fuzzy 
strategy to determine the coefficient of the susceptance function is most successful method. 
Results show that when the suggested methodology is used in conjunction with the proposed 
method, the system's harmonic currents are reduced and the voltage profile is improved 
significantly. As a result, the findings show that, in the event of EAF load, SVC has the ability 
to quickly correcting for its impact as well as  improving the system's power quality. It is 
possible to stabilize the active power received rapidly and eliminate oscillations of power by 
ensuring that the bus voltage is maintained and voltage oscillations are eliminated. With the 
implementation of an improved SVC-based fuzzy technique, the power quality issues 
associated with EAF applications are eliminated. Additionally, the performance of the 
suggested technique has been tested in comparison to mathematical methods used in earlier 
research, demonstrating that the new method is better in terms of minimizing voltage 
oscillations and lowering harmonic currents.  
Nalcaci, G., et al. (2020) [40] introduced the Harris Hawks Optimization method of elimination 
of harmonics in a traction motor drive based VSI .With  selective harmonic elimination 
technique based on pulse-width modulation, the primary goal was elimination of  lower order 
harmonics by solving equations which are nonlinear in nature while maintaining the basic 
characteristic of the system. When solving the equations for a two level, three phase inverter, 
Harris Hawks Optimization method is used, as discussed in  paper. The method employs seven 
skill operations in conjunction with an acceptable group strategy to imitate the hunting 
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behaviour of nature's most intelligent species, carried out by swarms of Harris Hawks. The 
accuracy and convergence probability of this technique is greater than those of the grey wolf 
optimizer (GWO).  The calculation and comparison of HHO and GWO are carried out using 
the MATLAB program. The results of the simulation show that HHO is better than GWO in 
terms of attaining exact switching angles and a greater convergence rate than the latter. The 
simulation experiments are carried out on a traction motor drive platform of rating 135KW  in 
the laboratory and are used to verify the results obtained using MATLAB Simulink. Results of 
the experiments revealed that the accuracy of re-enactment information and the achievement 
of the HHO approach was proved by the test information obtained.  
Nikolaev, A. A., (2020) [41] A comparative study of two versions of frequency converter and 
active rectifier was offered based on the region of their influence on the supply network. When 
comparing the first and second models, the frequency of the converter was totally replicated in 
the first model, however in the next model, an inverter and synchronous motor were replaced 
with a current source. To investigate , two simulation models of a frequency converter with a 
three level active rectifier were designed and implemented in the Matlab  Simulink programme 
using a 12 pulse circuit. The harmonic content of the applied current and mains voltage at the 
point where the frequency converter is attached is being studied. The feasibility of using 
simplified modelling of the frequency converter and effective rectifier to assess power quality 
in industrial businesses' power systems is examined and concluded. 
Ranjan, A., et al. (2019) [42] suggested a Dual Second Order Generalized Integrator PLL   
based control solution for solar grid integrated  systems with distribution static compensator 
capabilities  on three phase three wire , single stage . Under unbalanced grid situations, this 
DSOGI method may assist in attenuating harmonics  in current/voltage as well as  estimating 
symmetrical components of current/voltage in a short amount of time. The  sequence 
components cause the fundamental component in load currents to be elicited by the sequence 
components. The MPPT is supported by an incremental conductance based approach . The 
suggested system is modeled and tested in the MATLAB. In the laboratory, a prototype is 
created and subjected to a variety of load tests. According to the test findings, the suggested 
system's control technique is valid under both steady-state and dynamic scenarios, such as 
unbalanced load as well as variation of  insolation level. According to  IEEE-519 standard, 
essential characteristics such as THD as well as  percentage of imbalance of voltage phasor and 
current phasor are measured and determined to be adequate.  
Ranjan, A., et al. (2020) [43] studied loop dual second-order generalized integrator  phase-
locked loop (DSOGI-PLL) with an in loop filter based control approach single stage, three 
phase solar grid integrated control loop. a system with unusual grid power conditions, uneven 
conditions of load , and various levels of solar-grid-interfaced system. Such as  single stage, 
three phase three wire system with anomalous grid voltage, imbalanced load, and changing 
levels of solar insolation DSOGI implemented with in loop filter algorithm reduces harmonics, 
removes dc offset, and predicts sequence components for both voltage and current. For 
computing the reference magnitude of grid currents, this approach extracts the basic component 
of the load current is highly nonlinear. No dc offset as well as no dominating harmonics of 
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double frequency exist in these basic current components even with unbalanced loads . 
Asymmetrical grid voltages need correct unit templates to sustain sinusoidal and balanced grid 
currents. Aside from that, PLL uses these positive sequence voltages to calculate the phase 
necessary for magnitude and angle calculations. An incremental conductance-based approach 
is used to maintain the dc link voltage at the maximum powerpoint. The simulation is done in 
MATLAB.  IEEE-519 standard is used to test a laboratory prototype.  
 
Ruuskanen, V., (2020) [44] has done investigation of cost of the operations and investments of 
an industrial-scale alkaline electrolyzer for water with 4 different rectifier configurations which 
are practically used. Data show that rectifiers using  thyristor have inadequate quality on both 
the AC and DC sides, resulting in non-optimal specific energy consumption (SEC) and a 
substantial reactive power component in the water electrolyzer. Topologies based on Transistor 
have the potential to reduce the SEC of the electrolyzer by up to 4.5 percent compared to the 
typical thyristor bridge  with six  pulse. Reactive power results in extra expenditures, which 
may be incurred via the purchase of compensating equipment or the payment of recurring 
allowances. A second DC to DC converter employed to improve the electrolyzer power quality, 
however this would add to the system's complexity as well as  cost while not totally removing 
the system's reactive power output. A modular,insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)single-
stage bridge  rectifier is proposed as an alternate method of delivering enhanced quality power 
tor the electrolyzer as well as  the electrical grid, as well as for other applications.  
Shair, J., et al. (2021) [45] The developing power system stability concerns, classification, and 
research potential for power systems with a high share of renewables as  well as  power 
electronic were studied. Conventional power system, which has been in place for decades, is 
experiencing a rapid transformation, with two main characteristics: Renewable energy 
generators that use intermittent sources such as wind and solar, as well as power electronic 
devices in generation, transmission, and distribution systems, such as EV as well as  microgrids 
(for example, wind turbine converters and solar power inverters), are becoming more common 
(for example, electric vehicles and microgrid). The flexibility of power systems has been 
considerably influenced by the advancement of contemporary power systems with dual high 
penetration, i.e., high input renewable energy and high use of power electronic devices, 
producing new stability concerns. 
Shklyarskiy, Y., (2020) [46] analysed the available mechanisms for which are used for 
identifying the contribution of  voltage  at consumers end  to distortion of voltage at a PCC. 
The approaches studied do not accurately determine the cause of harmonic distortions, or they 
are difficult to apply. They presented a novel approach for locating high harmonics. The 
application of compensating devices such as reactive power compensation devices and passive 
harmonic filters in a grid operating mode with two linked consumers was investigated. The use 
of harmonic filters is proven to be the most promising way for assessing the consumer's 
contribution to voltage distortion. Current research uses computer simulations of an existing 
power grid to which indirect power users are connected. These approaches may be used to 
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measure power quality and shareholding among customers linked at a single coupling point. 
Moreover, practically every business already has such facilities in operation.  
Shukl, P., & Singh, B. (2019) [47] The delta-bar-delta neural network (NN) was investigated  
for its ability to function optimally by supplying active power to the loads and residual energy 
in the grid, which is a function of distribution static compensator capabilities such as harmonic 
mitigation, load balancing, and power factor improvement.The control technique allows for 
independent weight adjustment, reducing model complexity and computing time under atypical 
grid situations. The combinational neural structure in the estimate process improves the 
accuracy of the NN-based control mechanism. The system also meets the IEEE-519 standard 
for preserving power quality. An incremental conductance based MPPT approach allows for 
efficient solar photovolatic array use. The suggested system's behavior is validated using 
simulation data. The prototype is also validated, and the findings show dependable functioning 
under non-ideal grid settings with variable load, voltage, and solar insolation.  
Tran, T. S., (2019) [48] focused on autonomous multi-islanded entities and seamless 
reconnection to the main grid, as well as the future power system's potential to self-heal. 
Minimizing power quality concerns  in such controller based entities with or without 
intercommunication is an important part of their job description. As distributed generation 
(DG) penetration increases, the future power system will be able to adapt quickly to any 
problems that arise with it  by splitting into independent islanded entities in order to avoid the 
DGs disconnection. Customers benefit as a consequence of the high quality as well as 
consistent electricity that is provided to them.  
Yilmaz, M., et al. (2019) [49] In January and July, researchers experimented with the effects 
of photovoltaic (PV) panel operating conditions, inverter output power, and grid power quality 
in a power plant with an 8 MW capacity in Burdur, Turkey. An ANN  was also used to 
determine power at the inverter output under various operating settings, as well as an effort 
was made to establish the ideal operating parameters for the inverter. The output power at the 
node of the inverter, power factor and frequency values were utilised as input data in the ANN 
design, while the output power produced by PV panels, radiation intensity, relative humidity, 
and temperature measurements were used as output data; By applying the gathered data, it was 
attempted to predict the levels of the elements influencing the inverter output power and 
efficiency in terms of optimal operating conditions and efficiency in order to ensure the 
integration of the energy generated from the solar power plant. When compared to the 
experimental data, the success rate of the ANN outcomes was seen to be more than 99 percent.  
From the above investigation, we can conclude thatMost FD techniques are open-loop and 
use Fourier series analysis. By multiplying the input by a set of trigonometric functions 
(sine/cosine) at different frequencies, Fourier series analysis is a powerful mathematical 
tool. The Discrete Fourier Transform is often used to determine the results. Using computer 
technology, DFT can estimate grid signal characteristics with more selectivity and accuracy 
than previous approaches. Using A/D conversion of the input signals allows real-time 
implementation of DFT and requires frequent sampling and updating of the input signals. 
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This method requires N2 complex multiplication and N2–N complex addition to calculate 
the N samples. As a consequence, it was seldom employed before the microprocessor.  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The following steps are going to follow by the author for future work for research:  

a. DSTATCOM implementation based on the SRF theory, in which the production of 
reference current is mostly reliant on the phase information included in the grid signal. The 
switching pulses generated by this reference current are used to run DSTATCOM to meet the 
reactive power requirement of the load connected at PCC, as shown in Figure 1.  
b. The proposed (MDSOGI-FLL) and conventional (DSOGI-FLL) algorithms are used to 
calculate the DSTATCOM's performance under normal conditions and in the presence of an 
offset component in the utility signals. The phase (frequency) information is calculated by the 
proposed (MDSOGI-FLL) and conventional (DSOGI-FLL) algorithms.  
c. With the help of simulation findings, it is possible to compare the robust performance 
of the suggested MDSOGI-FLL for frequency estimation with that of the standard DSOGI-
FLL for reference current generation.  

 

Figure 1. Schematic configuration of DSTATCOM 

In the author next work, the author will investigate the performance of DSOGI-FLL and the 
suggested MDSOGI-FLL based frequency estimation method for use in the DSTATCOM 
application in the presence of an idealized offset error. When using the MDSOGI-FLL method 
in the DSTATCOM program, the grid current will be free of dc offset, and the THD will be 
substantially below 5%, according to the simulation results derived from this algorithm.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded the microgrid idea incorporates Renewable Energy Systems (RES) into the 
Electrical Power System (EPS) as a way to create clean energy, fulfill consumer energy needs, 
and protect the rapidly dwindling fossil fuel reserves. In order to execute the necessary 
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management and power conversion, these renewable energy sources (RES) are frequently 
interfaced with the grid utilizing power electronic converters . Nonetheless, Voltage Source 
Converters (VSCs) generate current and voltage harmonics, which have a detrimental influence 
on the Power Quality of a micro grid and have the potential to cause equipment damage or 
failure. In the face of uncertainties, such as those resulting from design parameter selection or 
system parameter changes, the amount of harmonic distortion of many VSCs may be greatly 
influenced and difficult to forecast. When dealing with VSC harmonic distortion levels in the 
face of uncertainty, it is necessary to use statistical methodologies.  
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